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Take an old English manor in an old English village; add a handful of ghosts, two psychics, a vicar, a curate,

a haunted pub and you have all the ingredients for a funny story. This fast moving, merry read makes an

ideal gift for anyone with a sense of fun and who enjoys pure entertainment.

About the author

Jane Lockyer Willis has written a number of stage and audio plays, some of which have been performed

here and abroad. She is a member of The Society of Women Writers & Journalists.

Her short stories have won The Irene Swarbrick Award, the John Walter Award twice, and for poetry, The

Elizabeth Longford Award.

Guys and Ghosts is her first full length novel. Her collection of short stories, Tea at the Opalaco is also

published by TSL Publications.

See Jane’s Facebook page - PLAYS BY JANE LOCKYER WILLIS for more on her plays. 

Reviews

This refreshingly well written book with its whimsical entertaining style held my interest throughout.

A thoroughly good read & to be recommended to those who enjoy something different & an escape into 

the world of fantasy & humour. Mary

A thoroughly English tale of a rather eccentric ghost, Adelina who takes us on a frolic through the 

Cotswolds as she enlists help from mortals and fellow ghosts alike in her endeavours to be reunited with 

her dear departed husband! Great fun! Jean

As a non-believer in the para-normal I approached this book with some reluctance, but from the first few 

pages I was hooked. A lot of characters to keep track of but certainly worth the effort; very amusing. One 

character stood out, Doris who ran the public house and kept customers interested by using the resident 

ghost, but also entertained the men by other means. She seemed to me to be worthy of a few television 

episodes; "such fun!". Ronald Wood
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